Introduction
Goursat problems for partial differential equations in R n -space, where n>3, have been extensively examined in the special case when the boundary conditions are given on the planes of coordinates (see [7] , [ respectively, where x^ -(x* ,x* ,... ,x l .) 6 £2.; x* -xT , . ,
•i -£ n-i 1 j L.vj; i = 1,2,...,n; j -1,2,...,n-l. 
..,n, where
for j = l,2,...,m-l; y n • a where the functions (p. (1) with c e C(Q).
Conversely, if u is a solution of (1) in52, then there are functions . : ¿V-Y, k « 1,2,... ,n; j « 1,2,.. . ,m, possessing the k .
afore-said derivatives of class C 3 " such that (8)- (10) i » 1,2 n; |a| <.n-2, is valid.
Lemma 3. For each number ^ satisfying the condition
there is a number 6= <5(X,), 0 < (5 < min (1, min A.), such that Kisin 1 n-2-|<x| (13) llPf.Cx"')! < min x l ) , |«| «gn-3
holds good for x^ e min x* < 6 ; i » 1,2,... ,n. We prove Lemma 4 by using relations (4-) and (5) 
when j^i, r = l,2,...,n-l; x e i2.; i, j^n.
We consider the function sequences z ir(<x)} defined b y
for a -2,3,...; r -1,2,...,n-l, and cp.
k^i x^ e ¿2 ; i » 1,2,...,n; s = 1,2,. .. ,m, where
formula (19) . Let us denote
x^ e i -1,2 n; s -1,2,... ,m; k(<*) .
(kj,... ,ka); lsSk^n; kj J-k^; 1 -1,2,...,or; kQ -i; a -1,2
We will solve (29) by using the iteration method (see Q. 2] ). i -1,2,...,n; r » 0,1,... ,n-l. Ifa^aQ and min x l > 6 , then Lsj^n-1 3
C37)
HV-^^x^)^ <const( min x 1 >-r " 1+8 f i -1,2,...,n; r -0,l,...,n-l.
As 0<(n-l)Uf) n -r -1+9 U2n-3)Mp r <l (cf. (12)) for r = 0,...,n-l, the series appearing in formula (33) with s -1, as well as the series obtained by its differentiation of order r-1,2,... ,n-l, are uniformly convergent in whence and by (33), (36) and (37) the functions i -1,2 given by (33) for s -1 belong to the classes 3f respectively. We will show that i a> 1 , 1 > m " 1 I ^i,m-lj i = l,...,n, satisfies the system of functional equations
Setting fy = and «-1 (j. for a >2 in (32), we get (cf. (18),
)
where %) -(^,...,1^); 1. fi 1.^; j -1,2 ^ 1Q . kj.
Basing on this relation and using (32), (33), we obtain the following sequence of equalities Let us assume that m>2 and that Theorem 1 is valid for 1sS1«1Q, where ls£ 1Q<M. We will prove that it is also valid for 1 =. 1Q+1 , i.e.
that
Using an argument analogous to that for 1 = 1 one -an prove that the system of the said functions is the only solution of (39) ( 8) is unique in the set of all solutions u of equation (1) such that the system of functions j jp^ ^ ^ j , k -1,2,...,n; j = 1,2,... ,m, appearing in (10) belongs to the class
